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Faculty Senator Co-Sponsors (n=17)

• Ashleigh Newman 
• Yuval Grossman
• Carrie Adler
• Doug Antczak
• Alexandra Blackman
• Elizabeth Bunting
• Thomas Bjorkman
• Abigail Cohn
• Laura Goodman

• Kelly Hume
• Steven Jackson
• Carolyn McDaniel
• Thomas Overton
• Itziar Rodriguez de Rivera
• Tracy Stokol
• Joe Wakshlag
• David Zax

Faculty Advisory Committee on Athletics and Physical Education



Cornell Association of Professors Emeriti

• CAPE circulated the resolution to professors emeriti/ae requesting commentary / 
responses 

• Sampling of comments: 
• “Many emeriti faculty swim regularly to maintain their health/fitness and understand that 

Cornell’s current aquatic facilities have long been out-of-date needing extensive renovation/ 
replacement.”

• “I can attest to the need for a new natatorium that is fitting of a world-class university. The 
‘competition’ for lap swimming time is getting fiercer as the condition of Cornell’s current 
pools limits the amount of time they can be used.”

• “I went elsewhere—YMCA, Island Fitness, Borg Warner pool—for swimming. I spent a lot of 
money because Cornell didn’t, and doesn’t, offer what other peer institutions did and do. 
What, I have to ask, is the effect of this on recruitment or retention of students and faculty.”

• “The only way such a facility will be built at Cornell is if the University sets it as a priority, as I 
do not believe there is sufficient capacity among the swimming varsity alumni to support such 
a facility alone.”



Proposed Resolution, amendments
Whereas, participation in physical, cultural, and social activities outside of one’s primary studies or work provides individuals with a 
sense of belonging at Cornell and enriches their overall well-being.

Whereas¸ the pools in Teagle Hall and Helen Newman Hall (further referred to as “the pools”) serve a large and diverse population of 
Cornell community members including students, faculty, and staff in endeavors including varsity athletics, physical education classes, 
aquatic-based physical therapy, clubs – both academic and athletic, open lap swimming, ROTC training, and group fitness classes.

Whereas, the pools no longer meet the needs of the Cornell community as detailed above, and have a finite lifespan, which are estimated to 
end at any time between now and 2025.

Whereas, approving, planning, fundraising, and building a new natatorium can take up to ten years. Cornell University faces the certain
reality of having no operational pool on its campus.

Whereas, Cornell University has long valued swimming as an important life skill to prevent fatal unintentional drowning, as 
demonstrated by over 100 years of a graduation requirement for all undergraduate students to swim 75 yards or pass two semesters
of beginning swimming (PE 1100).

Whereas, providing an inviting, modern, safe, and accessible environment for aquatic activities provides Cornell students, faculty, and staff 
the ability to exercise year-round, which is a proven positive contributor to mental health.

Whereas, recommendation B.2.2 of the Cornell University Mental Health Review Final Report reads, “Prioritize fundraising for free physical 
fitness under Affordability within the capital campaign.”

Whereas, we recognize there are many needs of the University, it would be in the University’s best interest to serve those that are of the most 
imminent need to its community.

Be it resolved, that the Faculty Senate implore the administration to include and prioritize a new natatorium to the list of fundraisings items 
donors may directly contribute to in Cornell University’s ‘To Do the Greatest Good’ capital campaign.

Be it further resolved, that a new natatorium should be of sufficient size and quality to meet the current and future needs of the Cornell 
community. To help ensure this, the planning needs to involve Cornell leaders with knowledge and expertise in this area including the 
Directors of Athletics, Aquatics, Physical Education, Recreational Services, and Head Varsity Swimming Coaches.



Updates

• Presented to the University Assembly on 2/22/22
• U.A. Resolution #5: Support for Faculty Senate Proposed Resolution: 

Inclusion and Prioritization of a New Natatorium in the ‘To Do the 
Greatest Good’ Capital Campaign

• Sponsored by: 
• Debra Howell, UA/EA, Chair, Campus Welfare Committee
• Kyle Karnuta, GPSA 
• Roberto Bertoia, Faculty Senate 
• Melia Matthews, GPSA
• Preston Hanley, UA
• Duncan Cady, UA

• Invited to present at the Student Assembly meeting tomorrow
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